SA 0910-077: Resolution Amending the President and Vice President’s Salaries

DATE: April 26, 2010
AUTHOR: Sen. Eric Schmidt
SPONSORS: Jacob Bergum (CBA), Crobin Lind (SAH), Michael Chetney (CBA), Eric Weiler (SAH), Eric Turowski (SAH), Michael Bruggink (SAH), Matthew Fetzer (CBA), Lucas Schmitz (CBA), Andrew Simons (CBA), Mike Giammerce (SAH), Trent Saari (CLS), Trent Wilder (CLS), Paul Fix (CBA), Ashley Salzman (CLS), Rose Zolonder (CLS), Mitchell Manning (CBA), Daniel Schmidt (SAH), David Jergenson (SAH), Brent Jacobs(SAH), Zach Wellnitz (SAH), Jake Sonnek (SAH), Kenzie Fermanich (SAH), Sen. David Wermedal (CLS), Sen. Brock Bennett (CLS), Sen.-Elect Kayla Lenz (CBA), Sen.-Elect Derek Tomesh (CBA), Rick Mix (CBA), Sen. Kyle Dill (CLS), Paula Anshutz (SAH), Dave Hensleigh (SAH), Chelsey Burge (CLS), Linh Pham (CBA), Khoi le (CBA), James Klusmeyer (CBA), Nathan Schroeder (CBA), Kyle Slaby (CBA), Brianna Murray (CBA), Maria Betz (CBA), Hannah Schoenberg (CBA), Kimberly Berg (CBA), Justin Petersen (CBA), Kellyn McCormack (CBA), Angela Stapleton (CBA), Josh Lieterman (CBA), Danny Loechner (CBA), Ryan Rose (CBA), Michal Dumke (CBA), Taylor Herrman (CLS), Larisa Brusky (CLS), Alex Helland (CLS), Bryan Rostello (CBA), Jonathan Vannicilla (SAH), Tenzin Kuner (CLS), Ninna Lendey(CBA), Nuahya Karbeah(CBA), Ken Gast (SAH)

WHEREAS; the President and Vice President of Student Association currently are compensated for more than their entire instructional fee; and,

WHEREAS; the Student Association would be able to fill the position of President and Vice President without giving them compensation; and,

WHEREAS; the proceeds of the salary cut could be used to fund activities for all students; and,

WHEREAS; the new salary amounts would be comparable to other UW System Schools; and,

___________________________________________                 _______________________
Karly Wallace                                    Date
President, Student Senate                       Vice-President, Student Association

__________________________________________                  ________________________
Erik Kahl                                      Date
President, Student Association
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; The Student Association President shall not be compensated monetarily or otherwise to an amount exceeding $6000 effective for the 2011-2012 term; and,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; The Student Association Vice President shall not be compensated monetarily or otherwise to an amount exceeding $5500 effective for the 2011-2012 term.
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